Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades!

The thing about Satanism. Is that Spiritual Satyanism is actually, the pursuit of Spiritual Truth. As Satan to us means Satya, Satyan, Truth. It's Sanskrit. And it's following, with the capstone of the Truth, being Immortality.

All the rules that derive from Natural Truth and the actual spirituality are respected as Divine.

The fundamental notion that lies are mostly worthless is understood the more one goes in Satanism.

The Truth hurts, but lies will kill you. The Truth only hurts if you are distanced from it. If you try to be closer, you gain protection, insight, and inner peace.

It's of no use to listen to jews either, neither their crap about how everything is relative. Except of the scat-love of Freud that defines your psyche or something. Oh and the lampshades. These are facts. All other things are relative. Did we also tell it on these goy, that they should hate "Satan"?

The more distanced one is from Truth, the more one suffers. The more one needs to cover their internally collapsing condition. And the eventual circle goes, until the Soul is finally ripped completely.

Now, we have something else. Which is called, having a vision to improve. That's not untrue, or a lie. That's a developmental skill. It's what you do in magick, or meditation. It's actually creation, not flat out lying.

But who the jews hate after all..."Ha-Satan", their ultimate adversary. The notion of Truth is to be eradicated. The being or beings who incarnate such are called Satan's. And they need to be removed from the world.

This world has distanced itself so much from Truth, that people are literally RUNNING from it. Running from it, one is confronted with suffering. The suffering of course, many people are trying to mask. The wise ones use it as a conduit to
attempt to understand, improve, and grow wisdom. The fools mask it until it becomes their eventual death.

However, lies come back with a vengeance. And murderous contempt.

It's written all over Egypt.

The whole thing in Spirituality, is actually one thing. It's to awake the inner star, the 3rd eye. Which is a secret code for awakening the immortal Soul. That understands and is able to reach "Truth". The eye, means something very literal as well. Look in reality not with the right and the left eye only. But the One Eye, the eye of Shiva, or simply the 3rd eye.

The greater the conception, the higher one goes. With the highest pinnacle being the greatest. Immortality. One will not die. The Egyptian texts state openly. Those who indulge in lying all the time to themselves, in the sense of being consumed by delusions and the lies put in front of them all the time. Will eventually perish. As they are not focusing on the Eternal. What you focus is what you get. Focus on death, rabbinical lies, and other such things. And you will simply get these. This is only justified, isn't it?

The love of "Satyan-ism" is actually what makes one immortal. And puts one beyond the fear of death. As the wielder of the eye and the Serpent can never be deceived, and can also hack through death.

"Satan" can never die...He can only be 'hidden' from the ignorant...But Satan is Eternal and can never die...

Satan always and forever Lives...
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